Computerized long-term trending of respiratory parameters.
This paper presents a program that analyzes data recorded from a Puritan-Bennett 7200a mechanical ventilator. The program generates graphs of major ventilatory parameters, as well as the derivatives of the parameters, such as respiratory rate and minute volume with respect to time. The program also creates a series of reports that summarizes setting changes, alarm violations and resets, and lung mechanics maneuvers during the process of respiratory therapy. These graphs and reports provide clinicians with information, which was not captured for review before, in an organized format allowing them to easily identify trends and, in some cases, events that may affect the patient. The results of a clinical study are also presented. The study was designed to determine the effect of routine patient care on the primary and derived respiratory data so that a correct interpretation of the recorded data could be made. The study showed that the data acquisition program was not sensitive to routine bedside activities, and some significant events, such as patient disconnects, are identifiable in a timely manner and with good accuracy.